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Serendipity brings Kerry to Kenyon
BY

ALLISON BURkLT
SrijfRtptrtcr

On Feb

16 the senior class an-

nounced Massachusetts Senator and
2004 presidential candidate John F
Kerry as this years Commencement
speaker Sen Kerry will deliver his
address at Kenvons 178th graduation
ceremony on Saturday Mav 20
Of his decision Kerry said I

am honored that the students at Kenyon asked me to speak to the 2006
graduating class Im really looking
forward to it
The head ol the Democratic Party
in Ohio contacted President Nugent s
office earlier this year about arransiine
a visit by Kerry to the Kenyon campus
this spring explained Assistant to the
President Kathryn Lake We looked
at the options and decided to propose

that he visit during Commencement
and deliver the address
He responded that he would be delighted
to accept the opportunity
The College is delighted to have
him as well Its not only an indication of Kenvons stature explained
Lake but also a recognition of the
importance of Cambiers story from

dents waited in line for up to ten hours
to cast their votes Senator Kerry has
said he wants to call attention to the
students passion and dedication
The process of choosing a com-

mencement speaker begins when
members of the graduating class are
in their junior year The Junior Class
Committee compiles a wish list of

the night of the 2004 presidential

potential speakers working closely

election when students and other resi

with the presidents office who then
submits the formal invitation
However explained Senior Class
President Hayes Wong complications
involving the incompatible schedules
of potential speakers and other setbacks had left the senior class without a
speaker at the beginning of this year

Black and White Ball

Getting Kerry was pure

seren-

said Wong There we were
without a speaker and the clock ticking down to graduation The College
dipity

received a call that he was interested in
speaking at Kenyon and we jumped
at the opportunity for him to give the
Commencement address
Most seniors shared the excitement I could not have been more
ecstatic to hear that Senator Kerry was
going to be my graduation speaker
said Kate Barney 06 The fact that
such a monumental politician recognizes Kenyons and Gambiers commitment to stand in line on Nov 2
reassures me that what happened in
Gambier really was exceptional
Many throughout campus shared
the appreciation for Kerrys visit as
recognition of their efforts on Election Day It is encouraging to know
that he was aware of what we did said
one student

we Kerhy page 3

Kenyon focuses on Kenyon
Student Affairs explores life on the hill in focus groups
BY KEVIN GUCKES
EditorinC-

On Feb

19

hief

VisitingProfessorof

Sociology Robin Cash Acting Dean

of Students Chervl Steele Dean for
Academic Advisingjane Martindale
and Director of Counseling services
Patrick Gilligan hosted the first in a
series of discussion about the campus
and students
Steele said that these focus
groups were the product of many
different bodies on campus They
were a collaborative effort said
Kevin Guckc

Liesel Schmidt 08 rocks out to Neemacoads performance at the Horn Gallerys Black and White Ball

Arrivederci Roma no Rome in 07
2007

The Office of Off- Campus Studies cancels the Rome and Florence program for
BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor

BY DAYNE

The Kenyon study abroad
program in Rome and Florence has
been cancelled for 2007 because
the College could not find a professor to lead the program
Professor of Art History Eugene Dwyer who was scheduled
to run the program said that he
could not because his mothers
health prevented him from being away for an entire semester
The College was unable to find
a replacement to lead the Spring
2007 program and it therefore
had to be canceled
This year six students had applied for the program Although
the target number is 13 numbers
were not a concern because students would have the opportunity
to apply in the fall for the spring

program This years program
run by Professor of Art History
Melissa Debakis has

13

students

although only eight had applied by
the Feb 1 deadline in 2004
The program will be offered
again for 2008 and will be run by
Assistant Professor of Art History
Kristen Van Ausdall
As for the students who had
applied for the 2007 Rome and
Florence program they were informed of the decision to cancel
the program in early February
so that they would have enough
time to make alternate plans for
their study abroad According to
Director of International Education Barbara Hamlet both she and
Dwyer have met with the students
to discuss their options Hamlet
said that many of the students
who applied for the program have
made alternate plans ranging from
Rome to Siena London to Florence Hamlet said that only two
of the students are still researching
programs
Hamlet said that all of the
students were very understand

ing about the cancellation of
the program but that like all of
those involved

they were very

disappointed that the present
circumstances necessitated that
we cancel the program

The program which lasts
four months focuses mainly
on Rome Students spend three
months in Rome and one month
in Florence Courses offered
through Kenyon in Rome and
Florence concentrate on art history from antiquity to the present and on the Italian language
Other classes differ from year to
year but all center around ideas
of art and culture
Although the Rome- Florence
program is cancclle d for 2007
it will not remain stagnant According to Dwyer those that run
the program will use the year to
refine and change the program in
hopes to make things better for
future students who attend the
program

Steele

They were originally an idea

formed by Student Affairs and we
collaborated with Robin Cash in
Admissions who has experience with
focus groups
Student Affairs became involved

with the project at an early stage too
They generated a randomly selected
list of 300 students who would make
up the body of participants in the
focus groups According to Cash it
was then her duty to split these students into groups of twenty She then
assigned a facilitator to lead each of
the 20- student focus groups
With the help of the Senior
Interviewers the Student Affairs office formed these groups to discuss
campus culture According to Steele
there was a desire to know how current students feel about a number of
issues such as what it is that makes
Kenyon what it is
They were also interested in why
students choose to come to Kenyon
Steele sees this as a time for students
to let those members of the administration who work for and with the
students ie the SAC know what
they think of Kenyon and what they
think needs to be changed Certain-

important part of
your decision thats the reason youre
ly academics are an

all here Steele said
a

We want to take

look at whats working now and

what matters to you as members of
the community and what needs to
be changed
Believing that individuals tend
to focus on the negative aspects of
the campus the focus groups were

structured around three questions
which hoped to find aspects of the
college that were positive and ways
that other aspects of the campus
could change to make this a better
environment The three questions
the facilitators asked the students in
the focus groups were
1
What are the aspects of life at
Kenyon that are important to you
2 What would you like to
change
3 How would you connect life
classroom with life outside the
the
in

classroom
In addition to the random
sampling of students from the general population members of student
groups such as Student Senate and
athletic teams are being asked to convene with members of the focus committee to give their responses to these
community- oriented questions
The data collected at these sessions will be consolidated by the Student Affairs Center with the hopes of
having a final report ready in April
According to Steele Student Affairs
plans to use this information to help
our future planning
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Mock trial advances to Nationals
BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
finely

Afjr

V

v3

iV-
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A semester of work came to
fruition over the weekend of February 17 2006 as both Kenyon
College Mock Trial teams numbered 690 and 691 took part in
the regional competition held in
Hamilton County Ohio Due to
their scores team 690 advanced to
silver national competition which
will be held in Minneapolis Minn
March 17- 19 2006
It was not immediately apparent that team 690 which finished
10th at the competition would be
participating in the national tournament Once we figured out our
records at the awards ceremony we
all thought Were completely done
with Mock Trial for the year said
team President Eddie Rice
It was not until after the results
from another regional competition
came in that Kenyon was granted a
spot or a bid at the Minneapolis
tournament The Ohio State University who originally had Kenyons
bid sent teams to the Hamilton
regional and Bellermaine regional
At these two competitions they
garnered three bids to national
tournaments but could only accept
two bids so they gave up their bid
from the Hamilton regional allowing Kenyon to proceed to national
competition
It was a surprise for team mem-

bers to learn that they would

Feb 23
Feb 24
Feb 24

1227am
949pm
1 135pm

January 25 February 1 2006
Alarm at Peoples Bank Sheriffs Office notified
Underage possession of alcohol at Leonard Hall

Underage possessionconsumption of alcohol at

Norton Hall
Underage possession of alcohol at New Apartments
Medical call regarding student with injured thumb at
Leonard Hall Student will ice his thumb
Feb 2511 23am
Tree falling on Grounds Building
Feb 2571 5pm
Medical call regarding student injured at KAC
Student was checked and advised to ice the injury
Feb 25 1007pm
Party at Old Kenyon closed due to violations
Feb 25 111 5pm
Underage possession consumption of alcohol at
Lewis Hall
Feb 25 1 155pm
Underage possessionconsumption of alcohol at
Old Kenyon
Feb 26 1200am
Medical call regarding student with cut on head
Cut was cleaned and bandaged
Feb 26 1237am
Underage consumption of alcohol at Old Kenyon
Feb 26 219am
Tampering with fire equipment pull station cover
pulled at Leonard Hall Cover was replaced
Feb 26 400am
Unauthorized entryunderage consumption of
Feb 25 159am
Feb 251 33am

alcohol at McBride Residence
Feb 26 507am
Alarm at Peoples Bank Sheriffs Office notified
Feb 26 622am
Vandalismbroken door at New Apartments
Feb 26 1207pm
Theft of item from Philanders Pub
Feb 27 1201am
Suspicious persons at Observatory Persons
identified and advised not to return without permission
Feb 27 1240am
Tampering with fire equipmentextinguisher
missing from Norton Hall
Feb 27 1037am
Unauthorized entryvandalism in labs at Tomsich

Hall
Feb 27
Feb 28
Kenyon

212pm
118am

Drug paraphernalia in room at New Apartments
Vandalismbottles thrown from window at Old

indeed be advancing to a higher
level of competition When we
heard that we would be going to
national we were all shocked but
very happy Rice said
Although only one team will
be moving on to national competition Rice said that neither team
was happy with their performance
The regional definitely surprised
us Rice said Both teams thought
they were going to do better than
they actually did
Although the teams were not
completely pleased with their performances Rice said that their
scores at the regional competition
reflected their success at other
invitational tournaments that the
team attended throughout the year
If you look at the records from our
past invitational tournaments they
are almost the same as we got at
regionals about a 4- 4 record with
close rounds Rice said
many
The team attended several
invitational competitions in the
first and second semesters including
trips to Cleveland the University of
Pennsylvania and Cornell University They also held two scrimmages
at Kenyon with other Ohio teams

The scoring at Mock Trial
competitions is somewhat complex
Each team is composed of two
sides a prosecution and a defense
and each of these sides takes part in
an equal number of trials over the
course of a competition For each
of these trials two judges compile
a score for the teams by combining
scores for individual team members performances The winning
team has the highest score on a
given judges ballot Because the
two judges score independently of
one another it is possible for teams
to be named the winner by one
judge and the loser by the other
Teams then win a given round by
being named the winner by both
judges and lose if both judges pick
the other team as a winner If a
team looses one ballot and wins
one ballot the round is considered
spilt The number of ballots each
team wins or loses is totalled and
that is the teams record for a given
tournament The number of points
by which a team wins or loses are
also totalled and this becomes a
tie- breaking factor if two or more
teams have the same record The
team with the best record is the
winner of the tournament
690 had a combined record
of 4- 4 over the four rounds of the
regional competition 690 lost to
Miami 995 who took second place
at the tournament and Weber State
University 310 who went 6- 2 and
took fourth place and beat Ohio
State University 306 who originally had Kenyons bid to national
and Ohio Wesleyan 856
Team 691 finished the tournament with a 3- 41 record beating
Earlham College 951 splitting
ballots with Bowling Green State
University 506 winningone ballot
and tying another with The Ohio
State University 308 and losing to
Ohio State 309 Kenyon 691 was
only a combined 2 points behind
those teams that they met in competition
In each round the two judges
also pick the best attorneys and
witnesses from the trial Witnesses and attorneys are ranked
one through five and given points
correspondingly Those that rank
first are given five points those that
rank second are given four and so
on These points are totalled and
the participants with the highest
point totals are given outstanding
witness and attorney awards Two
members of the Kenyon mock trial
team won awards for their outstanding performances Rice won
an outstanding attorney award for
his efforts and Charlie Cromer 09
also won an outstanding attorney

award Each was one of twenty
competitors out of the hundreds
present at the competition to take
these honors
This has been a somewhat
trying year for the team which
was formed in 2004 Of the 14
team members only eight of them
had previous experience In fact
the team was adding new members as late as October of 2005 in
preparation for the regional competition Many of these members
were taught in a relatively short
time the ins and outs of mock trial
competition
Circumstances will continue
to challenge the team which will
have three weeks to prepare for
the competition The two weeks
immediately preceding the tournament coincide with Kenyons
spring break meaning that members of the team will be scattered
throughout the country and the
team will have a hard time meeting
to prepare
According to Rice the team
is spending their final week on
campus getting everything in
line for the tournament and will
communicate via e- mail during
the break Rice said that the team
will he relying on the independent
work of the team members to make
sure that their case is ready for the
competition
The independent effort of the
students who participate in Mock
Trial at Kenyon is one of the keys
to the teams success Although the
team does not have a coach and the
members have not stayed the same
from year to year the team has
managed to advance to national
competition in the second and
third years of its existence
We always have a good group
said Rice Those with more experience help out those with less so it
works out
Alex Bender 08 believes that
the team has done a great job with
limited resources Kenyon mock
trial is like Rudy from that movie
Rudy he said We are the
classic underdogs Our team is a
totally self- maintaining unit that
persevered through the trudge
that was regionals and we made
it to the big game Everybody has
performed well this year and I
tluuk nationals arent going to be
any different Im proud of what
weve done this year
Depending on how the team
does at the silver national competition they may have the opportunity
to move on to gold nationals where
they would vie for the chance to
bring a national championship to
Kenyon

Due to staff error in Senate instates Good Samaritan policy Feb 23 2006 Dan Werner was quoted as
saying Do they know who thev are do they know what day it is and do they know who they are W erner actually
said do they know who they are do they know what day it is and do they know where they are
Due to staff error in No we cant ignore underage drinking Feb 23 2006 it was reported that there were
47 alcohol- related trips to the hospital The number was actually 17
Due to staff error in Track breaks team record Feb 23 2006 Andrew Hammacks name was misspelled
it was spelled Hammock Zack Rosens name was misspelled it was spelled Zak
The Collegian apologizes for any inconvenience
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Model UN brings home hardware from Harvard
BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News FJitor

On February 1 6 2X6 die Kenyon
Model United Nations team travelled to
five- day tournament held at Harvard
University
Ten members of Kenyons Model
UN team along with nearly 2500 other
students from around the world took
part in the largest N lodcl UN conference
in the United States Kenyons team took
the role ofVenezuela for this conference
and each of the ten members ofKenyons
team represented Venezuelas interests in
a different mock UN committee
According to Captain Sean Lyons
07 the team did very well at the conference I was impressed with our team
because we had some inexperienced
members at the conference and they
a

were debating intelligendy in committees of 200 300 600 people
Although he believed the team
did well Lyons pointed out with a smile
they didnt do as well as the team that
won
Chris Tucker 08 team liaison benot many people realize how
important the Harvard conference is
Its a really huge deal for a lot of teams
he said
est Point forexample always
sends a huge delegation and its a huge
deal for them The Venezuelans send

small school to come in and have some

name recognition there
Although die entire team did not
take an award at the conference one
member of the team was recognized
for his accomplishments in committee
Tucker won an honorable mention
for his performance as the Venezuelan

Delegation in the Economic

Com-

mission for Latin America and the
Caribbean ECLAC Tucker was one
of three representatives out of the 4 1 in
the ECLAC to receive an honorable
mention for outstanding representation
of his country
The Kenyon delegation was in an
interesting position throughout the conference as five schools from Venezuela
were also taking part in the conference
According to team Treasurer Amanda
Lewis 07 having the Venezuelan delegation at the conference was an interesting experience Lewis recounted her
first experience with the Venezuelans
who approached her in committee offering their help and introducing each
other One of the Venezuelan schools
was representing the United States so

lieves that

there were interesting moments

huge delegations

tween the two delegations There were
times when they would stand up and ask
Are you sure of your position here and
there were points when I would stand
up and ask Are you sure of your position
here Lewis said

Its really great as a

be-

Lewis also pointed out that many

of the Venezuelan students were

op-

posed to their governments policies
and those of their president Hugo
Chavez which she said she believed
leant an interesting dynamic to their
opinions of the political climate in their
homeland
Tucker said that it was difficult
to represent the policies of a country
like Venezuela It was really interesting
because Venezuelas political position is
direcdy opposite of everything Ive ever
been caught at Kenyon he said It basically required me to say things I knew
were complete lies and saying things
that I knew werent to the benefit of the
situation It took a lot of gall to be able
to get up and lie your pants off
The team was almost unable to
compete because of financing problems
that happened before the tournament
According to Lewis the team filled out
the appropriate forms to have a check
cut for their entrance fee to be sent to
Harvard This check was never sent
though the College told the team it had
been When it was finally learned the
check had not been sent the team again
filled out forms to have a check sent to
Harvard This time the fee included
several hundred dollars in late fees
When the team arrived at Harvard
and tried to register they found out that
their entrance fee was never received and

that diey were not going to be able to
take part in the conference They were
able to contact Kenyon who faxed a
copy of the check to Harvard but one
of the team members fathers had to
provide his credit card to guarantee
the check
Despite their problems with funding the team is not blaming anyone
for the problems The people in the
SAC are overworked and through no
fault of their own things fell through
Lewis said I am glad to have these
experiences there are definitely things
Ill pass on to other treasurers
While the members of the team
are looking back on a successful season
they are also looking forward to the upcoming years Tucker said he believes it
will be necessary for the team to decrease
the amount of turnover that the team
experiences from year to year We need
to keep people on the team
Lewis concurred with Tucker saying that keeping members was crucial
for consistencys sake and that it takes
a lot of work to train new members
We literally spend the first three or four

March

1984

PassFail System Proposed
Twenty- two years ago the Academic Policy Committee suggested either a SatDF or
PassFail system to change Kenyons then- existing SatUnsat system
At that time students could decide to take a class SatUnsat up to 10 weeks into the semester
Doing so would mean the class would not count towards their GPA and if they had a C or better
they could still receive academic credit This was originally designed to encourage students to take
different classes but professors felt students were hiding their bad grades with the SatUnsat
rule according to Amy Durrell then a member of the Academic Policy Committee
The proposed PassFail system now familiar to Kenyon students was different from the
alternative then considered which would have averaged both D and F grades into the GPA Student council reacted negatively to this original plan and they worked with the APC to develop
the final proposal One major change was that PassFail could only be declared during the first
two weeks of the semester We are loosening this rule in one sense and tightening it in another
commented Kirk Emmert Professor of Political Science
March 1 1990
Its Money
Spends
How
Kenyon
990 Tax Form Shows
how Kenyon and 12 other schools receive and
investigated
Collegian
the
Sixteen years ago
had
looked
into allegations that Kenyon College was
Department
the
after
use funds
Justice
involved in collusion with its competitors Though Williams Oberlin and Denison were included only Middlcbury and Carleton College responded to the newspaper
During the 1988- 89 fiscal year Kenyons total revenue was 345 million compared to
Carletons 497 million and Middleburys 472 million Of that revenue Kenyon received 54
percent from student tuition while 56 percent of Carletons budget was from tuition
According to the tax forms Kenyon claimed to spend over 247 million to provide a liberal
arts education to 1550 students and allocated 32 million in scholarship money Carleton spent
363 million on general fees and gave 54 million worth of scholarships Middlebury seemingly
operating in the red or spending more than it makes listed 62 million on general fees and 7
million in scholarships However a large endowment fund and 15 million worth of grants the
college listed separately from its revenues make up the difference
Kenyon and Carleton both allotted a large amount of money on fopd services with Kenyon
spending 1122 per student and Carleton spending 1 528 per student per year
While no other school provided the Collegian with salary information during the 1988- 89
fiscal year most Kenyon employees made around 30000 That same year the top six highest
received a
salaries at Kenyon including the president provost and vice president for Finance
students
for
it
be
difficult
total compensation of 481704 or about 80000 a yearBreak might
the
end
of
the
semester
is also difficult for faculty members to focus on getting a course going again at
argued Emmert
Students commented that Emmerts idea was narrow- minded because only people who live
within three hours of school or have the money to fly home for the weekend could be happy with a
four- day Thanksgiving Break
reEmmerts calendar was later rejected by the College and the Reading Days were extended to
four days

Lyons hopes to get more funding
for the team so that they can attend some
smaller conferences in the next few years
A team is less likely to do well in competitions with large committees he said
He also pointed out that to start your
Model UN career at huge conferences
could be a nerve- racking experience
Lewis pointed out that one of the
problems Kenyon has is that all of the
conferences are so far away from campus
She also said that the Venezuelan delegation had given her a good idea holding
mock conferences or committees at
Kenyon Lewis said that there are at least
two other schools in Ohio that have
Model UN teams and that it would be
to Kenyons benefit to have scrimmages
with these schools to help prepare for
actual competitions
Lyons is hoping that the Model

UN team can return to its former
glory As he pointed out the team won
the Harvard Conference in the small
school division in 2000 its first year of
existance

Kerry Inspiration
CONTINUED from page

1

Kenyon and the Gambier com-

munity are nationally known for its
tenacity in trying to vote for John
Kerry explained Brian Rothenberg

1

meetings just telling new members what
goes on at conferences

Communications Director for the
Ohio Democratic Party He also explained that the precinct in Gambier
is in the top 5 percent of all Ohio
precincts in voting for Kerry Its safe
to say that Kenyon College is Kerry
country John Kerry is coming to say
tharjc you

The Ohio Democratic Party
couldnt be more excited for the graduating students of Kenyon College he
added One thing is for sure Those
long lines are going to be worth it
However the clear political
element leaves some concern over the
potentially polarizing aspect of Kerry
being the commencement speaker
The Senior Class Committee
was initially wary of a speaker who

would be highly politicized since
graduation should be about class
solidarity before our farewell and
not an alienating event said Wong
While Kerry is a controversial figure
I think he will give a meaningful commencement address that everyone can
appreciate
Overall most felt that the honor
to Kenyon was not a partisan one
Kerrys visit is a sign of the national
reputation Kenyon has attained from
the efforts of its students of all political
persuasions on Election Day 2004
said Keith Caniano 08 Although
I did not vote for Senator Kerry I
believe it is a great honor for Kenyon
and the Class of 2006 to have a sitting
US Senator and former presidential
candidate deliver the commencement
address
Wong also described some individuals complaints that the speaker is
not a literary figure but emphasized
the feeling that Kerry can leave the
campus with an equally important

message While Kenyon has a very
prestigious literary history she explained in my opinion we dont have
to resort to those roots necessarily to
find inspiration Having Sen Kerry
reflects the kind of politically active
and socially conscientious people that
we strive to be
Seniors generally expressed a
similar faith that Kerrys speech will
satisfy expectations for a commencement speaker I have heard Senator
Kerry several times said Barney
He is a dynamic and strong speaker
so I am sure he will deliver a moving
message
Underclassmen as well although
generally disappointed that they will
not be able to see him personally share
the excitement over his visit Those I
have talked to are really excited that
such a nationally well- known figure
feels that Kenyon is worthy of such
a visit said Rebecca Yarbrough 09
Regardless of my views on Kerry
himself and his agenda in choosing to
speak at Kenyon I know that it will be
a great publicity boost for the school
so that makes me excited I hope to
read his speech online after I am back
home in Nashville
Senator Kerry shares the feeling
of honor and has these words to share
with the student body he is looking
forward to addressing Some of the
most dedicated and talented young
people will be graduating from Kenyon this spring students who have
shown the kind of political activism
that makes a real difference in our

country It was this student body
that came out to vote in such record
numbers in 2004 that polling places
stayed open well into the night No
matter who you voted for no matter
what motivated you to get out and
vote what matters is that Kenyon
students showed up and made their
voices heard Your passion and involvement is an inspiration for many
Americans
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KATHLEEN L SOMEAH
StaffWriter

Recent food and toiletry
thefts have tainted students
idealized view of the Kenyon
community The shower caddies
that students leave unattended
in their bathrooms and the food
they leave in communal fridges
have recently been regarded as
free for the taking Kate GuerinCalvert 08 and Katia Heinzman
09 are just a few of the students
whose possessions disappeared
from Mather and McBride resi-

student might eat them
Because these thefts are
food- related some students
have speculated that these instances are the result of drunken
munchies Guerin- Calvert ac
knowledges that because these
events did not involve stealing
items that may be deemed valuable they could be considered
petty thefts Yet regardless of
the magnitude of what is being
stolen Guerin- Calvert still finds
these thieves obnoxious and extremely disrespectful She feels
that it is extremely unfortunate
that people on campus have such
a lack of respect for their classmates that they feel that they
can take advantage of them as
this person has taken advantage of me Guerin- Calvert
has lost a degree of trust due
to this situation She and
many other students never
expected this out of Kenyon

time- consuming since I have to
schedule more frequent trips to

Kroger than I might otherwise
Guerin- Calvert said According
to Guerin- Calvert this person is
taking more than half of her food
supply each week In a recent
allstu she mentioned her anger
due to this situation for it is
not only costing her money and
but it is
time

dence halls

At the beginning of this
BY

HANNAH FENLON
StaffWriter

Ah the Facebook Exploring a new level of campus communication this cyber community allows us to track the
weekend escapades of old friends wait with bated breath for
the acceptance of new ones and publicly display our marital single or complicated statuses to everyone we know
Its no secret that a significant percentage of individuals on
this campus though they hate to admit it have at one time
or another researched someones availability via his or her
Facebook profile But this investigation is easier said than
done Lets say that you meet someone at a party and to
avoid the embarrassment and awkwardness of asking him
or her yourself you decide instead to stalk this person
through his or her profile Lets also say that you are a guy
and that the girls profile says that she is interested in men
not to mention that she is a liberal a peanut butter lover
and a proponent of sudoku But upon second glance you
are shocked to notice that she is in fact involved in an open
relationship with a girl from your Anthropology class Has
she purposefully done this to throw off stalkers like you Is
she just confused Or has she succumbed to the ever- growing
trend of upping her sex appeal by starting an online relationship with her best friend Dont get me wrong a look at my
profile will reveal that I am also a victim of this relationship
mania but I still find the phenomenon extremely baffling
I know people and Im definitely not including myself in
this group who have raced their way in and out of more
marriages and engagements this year than most A- list celebrities Flings like these are launched without the least bit of
consideration but what about publicizing a recent move to
exclusivity with your actual significant other This process
is much more delicate
In a true journalistic sacrifice I decided to end my open
relationship in order to simulate the procedure that involved
people must go through to become awinvolved To begin
when I chose to edit my relationship status my only option
was the blunt cancel relationship Thats it no Let Her
Down Easily or even Its Not You Its Me alternative but
a cancellation as easy to execute as changing an order at a
drive- thru window Despite my disappointment I soldiered
on only to find that Facebook mercifully gives you a chance
to change your mind Are you sure you want to break up with
insert name here
it asked I closed my eyes and clicked yes
leaving myself with a blank status not even worthy of single
To add insult to injury after talking to my online significant
other I realized that the wronged party does not even receive
notification of the breakup The rejected must instead receive
an unpleasant surprise roughly 10 minutes later when he or
she will undoubtedly be checking his or her profile
But does knowing that the break- up is so impersonal have
an effect on those who are seriously considering becoming
official Facebook- style Considering you are asked if you
want to add someone as your girlfriendboyfriendspouse
fiancee shouldnt you be a little apprehensive For example
I might add something to my cart while online shopping
or add more chocolate sauce to my soft serve but dare I
add you as my boyfriend Im not so sure However to each
his own It seems that the easiest route for myself and the
rest of the cynics is to continue to stir up online relationship turmoil and substantial sexual ambiguity My hats off
to the rest of you whose honesty and faithfulness ought to
be

congratulated

semester Kate Guerin- Cal
vert 08 noticed her food
missing from the Mather

kitchen freezer When
the thefts first began she

noticed small amounts
of food missing the occasional frozen dinner or
ice cream sandwich that
disappeared each week
Soon two or more frozen
dinners vanished along with
half of a box of frozen waffles In
one extreme case she attempted
to triple- bag her food with the

outermost bag secured tightly
with a knot to discourage anyone
from stealing her food She also
initialed all of her food Yet that
attempt failed to stop the thief
for someone still managed to
break through the bag and eat
the unopened food
With all of this dishonesty
to say that Guerin- Calvert is
merely irritated would be an
understatement She is angry
This is relatively expensive and

College
In addition to the petty
food thefts in Mather residents of McBride recently noticed that their toiletries had
disappeared Freshman Katia
Heinzman reported that she
had over fifty dollars worth of
toiletries stolen from the shortside McBride bathroom At first
Heinzman perceived this occurrence to be a prank However
she now believes otherwise for
five other short- side McBride
residents have reported missing
belongings Heinzman notes
enough is enough Kenyon is
the one college where we dont
have to lock our doors Lets keep
that going

costing
her parents money who work
over sixty hours a week so that
she can go here Overall she
now finds it difficult to trust her
fellow Mather residents
Guerin- Calvert also noted

that the cautiousness about
leaving belongings unattended

around the dorm has spread
week ago she noticed that
a group of students preparing

A

cookies for the Chinese New Year
did not feel comfortable leaving
the cookies alone in the kitchen
Rather they felt the need to stay
with them for fear that another
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AfterHours Coffee House gives
night owls caffeine study space
I

i

The Kenyon relationship
BY

KIRSTEN REACH

Senior Features Editor
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Step program

A 12-

BY JAMES MILLER

In response to Juvenilia Ive talked to my friends about real
dating at Kenyon With the obvious lack of local restaurants
and concert venues theres little hope of actually going out
This campus has an amalgamated definition of what qualifies
as datin so I have broken it down into 12 simple steps Every
relationship is different so this will vary in order and may skip
some stages entirely Remember the first step is admitting you

Staff Writer
This past week the AfterHours
Coffee House doubled its availability
to students thanks to the combined
efforts ot the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity and the Archon Society Now

students can enjoy a warm cup ot
coffee from 12 to 2 am Monday
through Thursday
Ping Lai

OS

1-

who runs the ADs

Kathryn Chaisson

work room

all-

the one book that every
Kenyon student is guaranteed to read
at least twice
Though the AfterHours Coffee

cocoa omelettes and the occasional
dessert option the coffee house collects the profits from these sales for

House originated in mid- October
of last year the idea is not new
Actually the event hearkens back
to the temporary late- night service
that upperclassmen may remember
as The Vault This precursor also ran
under the direction of AAt but its
creators only intended the project to
tide students over until the opening
of Middle Ground in late 2003
When students met to design
a program that would A be run
entirely by students and B serve a
greater good memory of The Vault
resurfaced They wanted to create
an additional social scene recalls
Ian Gaunt 08 but one that would
better the community So in addition to offering students coffee hot

tions International

ofDarkness

Carry the one extrapolate the
data now calculate the uncertainty
introduced by the half a dozen students strewn about the Gund Ballroom and multiply that by arbitrary
factor X for the ratio of students who
prefer pulling all- nighters from the
comfort of their dormitories and
lets see
Thats a lot of bloodshot eyes
AfterHours aims to fill the
gap where the rest of campus lies
dormant to give students a place to
hangout and study away from the
drudgery of dorms and computer
labs The volunteers sweeten the deal
with a warm cup of Joe and friendly
conversation The warm atmosphere
of Weaver Cottage its inviting
leather chairs and dark wood furniture offer a much- needed escape
from textbooks essays and the Heart

Last weekends

Archon Aftcrhouse event

Mike Zhang bakes cookies for the Alpha Delta Phi

35 students
25 students
20 students

an annual donation to New Direc-

The program

has already raised close to 200 this
semester alone
The numbers can only get betthat the Archons have taken
now
ter
up the additional two weeknights
Kenyon College convinced by the
progress has also put in partial financial support for the program Before
long the AfterHours Coffee House
will seem an indispensable

campus

institution
Recap

AfterHours Coffee House
Weaver Cottage
Monday- Thursday
Tuesday- Friday for you nitpicky types
12

am

to 2

am

a happy surprise

campus parties can be summed up as follows Friday

and Saturday

bitter disappointment
all- campus parties on both Friday
Following the recent and much appreciated trend of throwing
Bros and Skanky Hos lounge
Sketchy
their
with
style
off
weekend
in
kicked
the
and Saturday nights the Betas
does one dress like a skanky
exactly
how
because
merrymakers
for
some
bash The theme caused pre- party jitters
guy or a sketchy girl Casting these reservations aside l neaueu up un uuniu ao
i
i
Furhfrp mrncd 0-puvsj were dressed in two three even
f u A vajii
I immediately suncreu an uuiuiu- uuj
Ohmygod some wormhole
four polo shirts collars popped and at stiffattention My immediate reaction was
u i
U
J
C
11 I ll LI 15 ltrfll VlO Lll VVio
flfl dJf
nirAfhP CI
opened up m oouui vuau mu fMnrnnrrH mv
u
ofc the
logistics
the
but
2
nearly
am
until
man was it crowded The party itself proved to be decent rocking out
for all of the students wanting
dance floor caused some to complain There just wasnt enough room out there
nonror
B
ueci
to get freaky On a side note the invitation clearly promised ioKe
but alas there was none to be found
DKE Lounee and the Zeta pledges
j
Saturday nigui me cLaa Lim- w iin- n aijuo vUf0
j
The event itself could have used a
waists
lifetheir
around
inflatable
rings
dressed for the occasion by wearing
vy
i
V 111 LI
3 III W
i
MIUW Wll 31LUl
i
cerU WC
nrrl
ritit ov
u
iw
flotation device wniie tne partys uicmc uuuuw
red yellow or green The rest of
dressed
in
attendees
the
half
of
about
freeonly
or
taken complicated
r
r Thn there
rril1LLl
mac w
the crowd dodged the question altogether by wearing unassuming coiors
speakers
went
awful
the
That party was
was the issue of the sound system As one junior so brutally put it
r
out like every 20 minutes Indeed intoxicated coupies trying io gc uu
was the fact that the whole thing was
there
then
And
out
completely
cutting
music
the
by
groping
out of their
r
broken up by security before 1 am on account ot underage arming neicuuv
the nights tempo never recovered from
dorm rooms and standard after- party destinations like New Apts but
a
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AfterHours with Ian Gaunt 08 attributes the rise ot the program to
the lack ot hang- out spots on campus
past midnight A lot ot people dont
he declares Just tor
sleep at 12
fun lets look at the results ot a head
count performed this past Monday
evening at the Gund Study Lounge
a notorious if not popular late- night

930 pm
1230 am
230 am

crush
Facebook stalking you check out whether hes single
L
J
J
L
L
L
see wnicn movies you DOtn iikc anu wnetner fie s cvei neaiu yuui
favorite bands You might get his screenname and perhaps more
f you two begin putting up- away messages that include your
inside jokes or song lyrics from bands you both like
2
Meeting his roommate nonchalantly always a good
dea If the roommate provides some insight into what your
romantic interest likes youll be grateful and if things go well
vou will know whom youre sexiling
3
Meeting at a party you both agree that youll be at a
pecific party and you take the time to look terrific You may
dance with him you may talk to him you may even leave the
party with him but only to walk home together Chances are
if this is headed for a real Kenyon relationship youll spend a
little time with him and find a reason to leave before it goes very
far
ALTERNATIVE Coffee date at Middle Ground you
talk for an hour or so about mutual friends extracurriculars
favorite professors and maybe even your families This is when
he comes off your computer screen and becomes a real live human being
4 Studying together it might sound a little 50s but if
you have a class together its a great excuse to be alone together
or in a small group though you 11 have to stick it out til the
others leave
5
Nap youre both sleep- deprived hes online and you
want the chance to try out cuddling This could be entirely pla
tonic or it might be a chance to make out or just feel a lot ot
sexual tension Things get a little blurry after this phase because
every relationship varies Some people aren t as cuddly as others
and thev might go for later stages before this ever occurs
6
The mix CD this is when you re really starting to demonstrate interest toward someone As Avenue Q sings Sometimes
when someone has a crush on you they give you a mix tape to
eive you a clue The songs cant be too sappy or youll be step
ping over the line and it has to demonstrate the range of music
youre interested in And if youve talked about certain songs
with the other person those have to be on it as if to say This
CD is specific to yo
Late movie it might be an actual date to KFS or to the
7
Mount Vernon theater but it could just as well be in his or your
dorm room Hey I downloaded insert movie on both of your
Facebook profiles here do you want to come over and order some
food from the Grill Yes you can finally combine the snuggling
stase with something you can discuss afterward or recite th
lines to together over cheesy bread I know its from the Cove
but anytime you order you call it the Grill This is probably the
point where you kiss if you haven t done so in other stages
Staving the night in a platonic way I expect It couaid
8
be more but this stage usually occurs when youve stayed up all
night talking studying or watching that movie Six- hour talk
are crucial
Friend hazing Ive heard stories of stupid games friend
9
Dlav to test others potential significant others Meeting the par
college
ents might have been a big deal in high school but in
break
you
or
make
who
can
friends
the
its
10 PDA
not necessarily true making out but holding
hands or being seen together in the dining hall is a huge deal
Evervone will see you and everyone will know 1 his is also th
and you
point when you end up with a new Facebook status
decisions
ot
your
s
dating
beein to hear the campus opinion
the moment you get teased for be
11 Friend harassment
know your
ing together while youre together is the moment you
relationship is completely approved Dy your menus
12 Break visit this is when the relationship has gotten
iffnSf You meet the parents you meet the friends and you go
back to school knowing infinitely more about one another Of
12- step pro
course if it goes poorly youre in for a whole new

have

l

1

1

1

rw

tne Zeta disaster
c
j
home to quietly recover from drinking
So there you have it Now lets all take a couple of weekends at
and hell- raising Until next time work hard and play Harder
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This semester marked a change at
Kenyon College widi repercussions for
student interactions activities and meals
After much debate during die
fall the Kenyon administration
C3 decided to replace food company
Aramark with a local group AVI
Foodservices Inc Main changes
to service are new food choices
hours and environments Consider this past weeks Mardi G rastheme with its New Orleans
colors and King Cake AVI has
H
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C3

now seems agood time
to evaluate diem especially since
student feedback was die original
cause for diis administrative chansie
o
The smallest yet most substantial
change has been die rearrangement of
die scrvery increasing students speed in
the scrvery through die implementation
of double sided counters This has madedie cafeteria more efficient and soothed
students stressed by die scramble system one of the anises of discontent for
students who waited in vain for die last
burrito
Anodier noticeable change is the
number of food choices The new International table brings variety to food
in quality and culture bringing in meals
from across the worid For the first time
students have an omelet station allowing
them to prepare eggs however they want
A constant grill for lunch and dinner offers many traditional options hamburgers and veggie burgers giving students
reliable fallback options other than the
seemingly infalli able Pub
However change is never perfect
and students have found plenty of faults
with this new service Remembering
ATs mission statement about fostemg
student relationships but noticing a lack

of comment
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cards we wish to offer some

feedback
1

The food in the hodine seems

at times to be left over and running out
leaving students annoyed and underfed
on the weekends
2 Peirce still recedes more attention
than Gund While we can understand
that this could be due to their size differences Gund can make life easier for
students who live North Equal dining
options no matter their locarioas should
be a part of the collegiate experience
3 The hours have been changed
but for the better It seems there is a definite discrepancy between when students
want to eat and when food is available

A recent petition led to expanding
breakfast times and seems proof that for
all of AVI s pros and cons its administrators arc still willing to learn from students
if students are willing to voice their
concerns Those in charge have made it
clear diat they are always ready and willing
to talk with students who in mm should
have somethingto say whether its positive
responses or negative concerns

Advertisers should contact Megan Shipley
for current rates and further information at
mail at collcgian
740 427- 5338 or via
kenyonedu All materials should be sent to Advertising Manager The Kenyan Collegian
Student Activities Center iambier OH 43022
Ye a r y subscriptions
to The Kenyon
e-

1

Collegian are available for

30

Checks should be made

payable to Ihe Kenyan Collegian and sent to the Business

Advertising Manager

Ben Johnson
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Dear Editor
In last weeks Collegian Sabrina Leichter 06 objected to the newly- installed Good Samaritan policy
No We cant ignore underage drinking Feb 23 She objected on the following grounds first that
students ought to take responsibility for their actions and the subsequent consequences and second
that the new policy would increase the binge drinking culture at Kenyon although the latter is debatable
Regardless Ms Leichter failed to acknowledge the fundamental intent of the Good Samaritan policy to
save lives There is no doubt in my mind that even as soon as next week a life may be saved as a result of

thispolicv
The consequences of ones actions and the culture of binge drinking are both topics that should be
addressed at Kenyon although I do not believe that binge drinking is as large a problem as she has made
it out to be like Ms Leichter I do not drink and so I am sober enough to observe others behavior at
social gatherings However I do not believe that these topics belong in the same forum as a policy that
is intended to save lives I am sure that parents and friends of the future students whose lives are directlv
influenced and possibly even saved by this new policy will agree with me
Allison Roberts 06

Dear Editor
It is hard to understand why anyone would think the Good Samaritan policy is doing harm to the
campus Senate instates Good Samaritan policy Feb 23 It does not in any way promote drinking
Who is going to say Well I guess now that the Good Samaritan policy is in effect I can drink myself to
the brink of death without any fear of getting punished
The policy promotes a healthier relationship
between students and security It eliminates time wasted debating whether or not the person is really that
sick time that could save a life
As a result of Ms Leichters misleading article people may be confused
underage drinking has not
been legalized or even legitimized by the Student Senate or the administration It is naive to think that the
College has not discussed this policy with their lawyers What has been established is a clear hierarchy of
what is important to the community namely that saving lives is more important than punishing underage
drinkers
Mark Boyd 09
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Ben Johnson

Office Chase Tower at the top or Peirce Hails main stairway
Mailing address The Kenyon Collegian Student Activities Center iambier OH 43022 Business address PO Box 832 iambier OH 43022
E- mail address
collcgianekcnyoncdu
Internet address httpwwwkenyoncoIkgiancom
Telephone number 740 427- 5338 Facsimile 7- 10 427- 5339
The opinions page is a space for members or the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large The opinions expressed on this paie belong only to the
writer Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions or the Kenyon Collegian stafl All members of the community arc welcome to express opinions through a
letter to the editors The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity The Collegian cannot accept anonvnious or pseudonvmous letters
Letters must be signed by individuals not organizations and must be 200 words or less Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication Ihe Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space interest and appropriateness Members of the editorial board reserve dc right to reject any submission The
views expressed in die paper do nor necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College
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Emilc Galib 06 1 chink its worse They tried to fix
the tilings thit werent broken and didnt fix the things
thit were The fruit is never thit ripe and they have hid

vanilla iee cream for three weeks never chocolate The
times hey are open are difficult too they dont open on
time and close too early or sometimes you may think they
are going to be open till a certain time but they close the
international station early or something like that Ifiey
stopped having hummus every day and when they have it
the humus is not that good There is also less variety with
the bread and the soup they have is not that good They
dont have weekend extendo anvmorc On a positive note
there are definitely good dessert toppings but still miss
chicken nuggets and patties Hie premade vegetables either have butter or cheese on them cant
we just have steamed vegetables Sometimes the intcrnationil station is pushing it like when on
Germany day they just move the hot dogs over one station A final gripe they wont give you half
die international option they just give you the whole dish what if you only want half

OPINIONS

Ben Peterson 08 The entrees are not as good
Theyve done a good job with making the other
options a lot better like with the dessert and grill
options I miss chicken patties and beef stroganoff I
have heard that they neglect Gund but Idont ever
eat there so I would not know The Pub is great as
always To sum up the peripherals are better entrees

1

Natalie Mrak 06 I feel that first of all its way
too many vegetables and too little sustenance basically
they dont have any meat I feel like a rabbit If weve
got to have vegetables Id prefer if we had steamed vegetables
we always have cooked vegetables I appreciate
the variety with international but not the quality I miss
the pasta bar and along with it we have lost all the good
sauces for stir- fry I will sav that the desserts have gotten
better My ass has definitely gotten bigger AVI should
buy me new pants Sometimes the soup is good but other
times its like flavorless oil Bring back processed food
I really miss the chicken
especially processed chicken
I
and
chicken
parmesan
patties REALLY miss pierogis Bring back Honey Nut Cheerios
k

i

i

Mario Strahinov08 1 believe that AVI is doing
good job of serving the needs of the international
community They have approached some of the international students and asked us for recipes and we
can expect to see Bulgarian food soon thanks to me
Theyve even asked us to test the international food
They are trying hard and we appreciate it I think
that overall the food has improved a lot and I believe
that they are doing a very good job of honoring the
requests from the comment cards
a

m
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Dan Ress 08 I dont like AVI I liked ARAMARK much more The juice quality has severely
declined as has the bread selection There are less
ice cream flavors but a better ice cream bar I like
the International station in Peirce but that is pretty
much all I like Gund has decreased in quality even
more than Peirce did It doesnt have things like the
International station extended salad bar stir fry and
what not And anyways I think ARAMARK is a
cooler name for a company

Kris Magnuson 07 AVI was much better than
ARAMARK for the first couple of weeks but then there
was a drop off The overall quality is better but the selection isnt as good reallv like that every night I can get
grilled sauteed vegetables but they need mushrooms more
often I have two major issues First they need to bring
back chicken and beef for the stir- fry station My biggest
gripe is that they dont have the plastic disposable cups If
students are stealing the typical cups thats fine but buy
plastic to replace them not styrofoam Its horrible for the
environment Overall though AVI is better The food just
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tastes fresher
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Will OKeefe 07 AVI is way better I like all
the international food but I miss the chicken patties
and chicken nuggets I like the international food
because it gives a lot of variety always interesting
to go and look and see what they have every day Im
not a picky eater but I like it The setup is easier
to deal with you dont have lines out the door into
the Great Hall of Peirce as often

if

I

Erin Wiggins 07 I like AVI better than
ARAMARK because they provide delicious eggs
almost every single day There are a lot more options for the most part you can go in there and
find something you want For example this week
was Mardi Gras so they had the whole Gumbo thing
going on I cant think of anything I miss from
ARAMARK besides Pierogis A lot of people miss
them too they were so good

V

Abi Barnes 09 I feel as though AVI is still in
the transition phase and is in the process of adjusting
the students needs and preferences Im still a little
skeptical when I cannot find a cup and hear Emeril
blaring from the plasma TV on the wall Im not a
big fan of the Styrofoam cups either and I feel like
they are not very consistent with what food they put
out Some people say that the lettuce is sometimes
dirty too

think it was more of a
Mark Muenchau 08
shift than an improvement when it comes to main
dishes but it is a huge improvement when it comes
to vegetarian options in the salad bar I miss chicken
nuggets and chicken strips but I really like the
international station Theyre trying something different even though sometimes it is the same which
makes it funny Theyve done a better job with the
traffic flow I still hate scrambling though

Kayla Cornblath 09 1 dont really like AVI I
think most of the good changes were aesthetic I
dont think there is much variety in the kinds of
food cooked vegetables barbequed or fried chicken
and thats it They took away the pizza in Gund wh ich
I really liked The noodles they have every day dont
seem to be cooked as well its bizarre Im not too
picky about what I eat but I still am not a fan
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Carina Serrez 09 1 think its exactly the same J
school food is school food The salad bar in Peirce is
definitely better but Gund if anything is worse I feel Iikd
they put all their efforts into making Peirce pretty th
exhibition stuff at Gund is gone They also got rid of the
good tea I used to eat dinner at Gund every night but now
I always go to Peirce I miss having pasta every day at the
stir- fry bar I like that they have cranberry juice now The
Rice Krispy treats are awesome but the Applejack treats
are just scary They have bok choy at the stir- fry bar and
the lettuce is about 100 times better

8 Arts

Sunday will bring die 78di annual Academy Awards a La the Oscars alia the only
awards show most ofus actually take time to see Though most will watch the spectacle
off the hill from home couches or Florida beach chairs we thought readers will still
crave the local opinion and from whom other dian our own beloved pundits
Mow we give you the predictions and preferences for the top four awards We give
you the few the proud die movie buffs
KatyCosse
BESTPICIVRE
Dave Driscoll 08 campus cinephile Ctpote
Ellen Guigelaar 08 Collcgim Film Critic QaJj
Ryan Merrill 07 ColL-giaii Humor Columnist well- dressed movie- goer NOT
BrokAhick Mountain
Lets all take a deep breath move on from being played by Hollywood imagemakers and nominate a movie that deserved to be in this company like Hustle Mid
Flow ETistmy ojl ivlence or Tlx Squid and the 1 Ihile
Brian Schiller 05 fonncr Kenyon Film Society head Biokcvack A fountain
Jason Smith 07 KFS co- head Brokeback Motuitnin
By fir die best of die five only Good Nigll iVid Good Luck even comes close
honesdv Brokeback Mount tin Is die dear favorite Its a classic Hollywood romance
is widely supported has momentum on its side and is just a great film
1

BESTDIRECTOR
Driscoll Ang Lee BivL h ick A fountain
Lee managed to elicit much more with his remarkable usage ofvide- anglc landscapes alone than Headi Ledger could at all in his taciturn aim as a gay cowboy
Guigelaar Ang Lee Btvkeback A loioit tin
Merrill Bennett Miller Capote
Seizor Ansylxe Brokdtuk A fountain
Smith Ang hecBrokiback Mountain
BEST ACTOR
Driscoll Philip Seymour Hoffrnan Capote
Guigelaar Philip Seymour Hoffman Qtpote
MerrilL David Straithairn Good Nigft and Good Luck
Schiller Philip Seymour Hoffman Capote
It comes down to the fact that this is the role Hoffrnan was bom to play and
delivers
he
in it Ledger is young and will have other chances but diis is Hoffmans
one shot
Smith Philip Seymour Hoffman Gipote
BEST ACTRESS

Driscoll Felicity Huffman Transimerua
Guigelaar Charlize Theron North Country
Though Witherspoon is a favorite Im going to make a bold call and go
with Charlize Theron And if she doesnt win she deserves to North Country
was a heart- wTenching film given life by Theron s amazing performance
Merrill Judi Dench Mix Henderson Presents
Schiller Reese Witherspoon Walk the Line
Shes Hollywoods new darling and her take as a beloved dead singer with
an accent all but completes the Oscarbait trifecta Keep an eye on Huffman
though

Smith Felicity Huffman Transamerica

Juvenilia not ready to matriculate
BYJESSICA FREEMAN- SLADE
StaffWriter
I had hoped to write a complete
review of Juvenilia one that was not
marred by my geographic proximity
to the playwright or my deep respect
and admiration for the cast and crew
and Professor MacLeod herself However as the central female character
Meredith says If I told you the truth

about what I really thought youd
be impotent for the rest of your life
After the performance Friday night I
left the theatre baffled both as to the
back to
reason for
the Hill and my experience as

bringingewj

being witness to a performance
where the actors director and
the script were at such enormous odds
There is much to praise
this
in
past weekends producIt
has been moved from
tion
off- Broadway to Northwestern and back to the Kenyon

campus the unabashed

The House of Yes Instead MacLeod
goes off on multiple moralizing and
didactic tangents taking all the fun
out of what should have been a brief
dalliance with collegiate idiocy
The talented actors do their best
to overcome the texts unwieldiness
aided by the superb guidance of As-

sistant Professor of Drama Daniel
Kramer Following up on last years
Measure for Measure Kramer secured
his reputation as a smart and edgy
director willing to take risks and challenge audiences Max Bunzel 06 and
Pat Shaw 07 performed admirably as
Brodie and Henry reveling in their
1
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to make the totally unlikable Meredith
into a character with whom the audience can empathize Jacobsen worked
admirably in the role yet seems forced
to ignore the instincts that served her
so well in last semesters Twelfth Night
She does her very best to bring some
humanity to this idea of a character
but it was not enough for me to ignore

MacLeods poor construction and
painfully unrealistic dialogue This is
a hard thing to explain for the audience member as I know these actors
to be some of the most talented and
professional on Kenyons campus
Why then were they given such an
unwieldy and problematic
J
script to work with
I had to wonder what exacdy the rationale was behind
choosing this play for our current season A play dropping
campus references left and
right impossible to stage in the
Bolton and allotting only four
roles for student actors seems
the antithesis of the challenging fare normally taken on by

X
l

in-

spiration for the plays Jubilee
College The costumes were
Kevin
exceptionally attractive and
realistic part of the senior LizJacobsai06andIaxBunzd06inNIacleodsyKit7ui

thesis of Samantha Oberstein
06 The set beautifully designed by

Visiting Professor of Drama Hugh
Lester could have been an enormous
triple in Hanna in both its vastness
and its specificity of set dressings from
undcrbed bins to a poster of The Big
Lebowski
The authenticity of the set how
ever did not distract me from the bla
tant artificiality of the four characters
at the storys core Not only are these
characters lacking defined and believ
able objectives but they lack the best

thing about mainstream depictions
never get

of college students they

stoned enough to laugh at themselves
and realize how dumb they actually
sound The premise of the story would
have worked much better as a broad
dark comedy as wicked and weird as

own inanity whether it is directed at
internet porn or getting laid for the
first time in years Bunzel made Brodie
a lovable lothario and Shaws gentle
nervousness earned Henry enormous

sympathy something difficult to
find in a play that centers on having
a threesome with the girl next door
Claire Fort 07 also shown as Angie
making the most out of a character
that is at best a constructed catalyst

for the moral development of the
other three
It is in senior Liz Jacobsens por
trayal of Meredith however that the
scripts fundamental flaws become
painfully apparent The casting of
Jacobsen an inherently sympathetic
and intelligent actress who rarely takes
a wrong step onstage was an attempt

professors in their directing
s0ts I found myself wondering
how Kenyon students could
benefit from seeing this show
Would the audience really be engaged
by a plot incited by the declaration
Was it
What else is there to do
meant to send us home with selfa- nalysis
worrying that we sound exactly like
the students on stage Do we sound
like them at all Im surprised that
MacLeod seems to think so given her
reputation as a wonderful teacher in
her playwriting courses
By referencing Kenyon locations
and popular college culture MacLeod
strives for authenticity which is sporadically achieved However in the
opinion of this theatergoer there is a
great difference between authenticity
and emotional truth This play was
sorely lacking the latter and I feel
unsure of its function in the dramatic
season this year

Guckes

Antlerands new album Branches
BY PHILLIP

THOMPSON

Staff Writer

Antlerands debut LP Branches
fell from the sky not like the tree limb

that crunched your Jetta in South Lot
but like the feather from Forrest Gump
fluttering here and there and landing
next to an idiot myself
This band has come out of nowhere aka Portland OR Formed in
2002 under the moniker Invisible the
trio vowed for a name change that says
goodbye to all the jokes one could
make about a band being invisible and
hello to jokes about anders and goring
things with antlers Blanches also marks
a debut for Sound Family Records a
nascent Seattle label appearing to have
only Antlerand signed at this time
Regardless it is a smashing orchestral
and piano- pop tinged debut for both
band and label
Branches is gorgeously layered Its
variety of heart- string tugging chords
are played on conventional heart- string
tugging instruments that make teenage
girls cry piano acoustic guitar There
are some flavorful unconventional in

struments too Experience die chiming
and intimate glockenspiel the sensual
folky banjo the fuzzy transcendent
vibraphone and the sleekly designed
though prone to malfunction Apple
laptop computer
Part Modest Mouse alt- country
Wilco western- pop and Sufjan orchestrated Americana Branches has a
sense of American identity It evokes
vast spaces long car rides and country
musicians with scary teeth It couldnt
have been made anywhere else except
maybe Montreal
But one thing that distinguishes
this debut from the above- mentioned
is the post- rock guitar noodling Track
Rows of Unbending Lines
opens with a triumphant three- minute
build- up that
and fives- econdlong
sounds like Explosions in the Skys
First Breath After a Coma before

one

vocalist Chris Larsons monotone
declares that someone is actually going
to sing on this album
Feel how the piano- driven Now
Its A Year makes you want to hold
hands and sway on a hilltop while
Maybe Were Still Running tikes off

like a drive in the country on a sunny
day with the windows down Brighter
Rays bounces like Modest Mouses
Float On while later tracks On Their
Screen and Make Nothing Happen
jubilantly wind down the album in a
manner that is cpically lonesome
Its the hidden track that kills
me though Hidden tracks arc for
pop- punk bands They are gimmicky
unnecessary and subtract from the
cohesive statement of the body of
work that constitutes an LP The three
minutes of silence that divide one postrock instrumental from another on the
eleventh track of Branches shows a lack
of curatorial sense and begs for an answer as to why th is song could not have
been cropped to the first five minutes
and fourteen seconds

On

a lighter note I

dont

under-

stand how Antlerand managed to land
the best abstract album cover art ever
Lets hope they etch this one into vinyl
so instead of hanging up a lil Anderand
case as a sign of your sophisticated
music taste and keen eye for good
design you can proudly display a full
record sleeve

CD

Movie Schedule for March

9

3-

Aquamarine
500 7 10 920 also at 1240 and 250 on SatSun
16

Blocks
520 730 940

also at

100 and 310 on SatSun

530 730 930

also at

130 and 330 on SatSun

Eight Below
430 700 930

also at

130 on SatSun

Ultra Violet

Date Movie
7

5 9

1

510 also at

1

5

1

5

1

5 also

at

1

1

5

and 3

1

5

on

DOOGAL
1

0 and 3 10

on SatSun

Madeas Family Reunion
710 and 920
Curious George
500 also at 100 and 300 on SatSun
Pink Panther

700 900

SatSun
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Wouldnt You Like T Be Given A
62 1 Reduction On Every Dollar
Of Your Student Loan Payments
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Ladies take match against Wittenburg win
BY

8- 1

to win whether its a clean sweep
or just by one match said Kri-

CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor

The win was great said
We really
Erica Lundberg 06
needed this win especially such a
big one after losing to such tough
teams right at the start of the
season I think it will give us a
lot more confidence and motivation for the matches to come
The Ladies tennis team
picked up their first win this
past Friday against Wittenberg
University defeating them 1
Kenyon is now 4 so far this
8-

1-

season

It is great to win so solidly against a team who gave us
trouble last season said Head
Coach Scott Thielke The first
win is nice and after playing four
nationally ranked teams to begin
the season this seemed easy
The Ladies won all their
doubles matches

Ashley Kriwinsky 07 and Sallie Crawford
09 played at the No 1 spot and
3
defeated their opponents
Meredith Brown 08 and Molly
8-

Yost 09 played at No 2 and won
8- 2
Kara Basler 06 and Erica
Lundberg 06 were the No 3 seed
and in a close match won 9- 7
Well it always feels great

winsky A win is a win It was
also great to finally win one
As the match progressed I had
confidence in my team that they
would all be great and they
were
The Ladies didnt slow down

after the doubles matches losing only one of their six singles
matches Kriwinsky played at
No 1 and defeated her opponent
060
Crawford was defeated
at No 2 but Melissa Harwin 06
came back and defeated her opponent at No 3 6- 0 6- 2 Paige
MacDonald 08 at No 4 won
6- 0 6- 2 Yost and Alexis Marino
09 played at No 5 and No 6
0 6- 2 and 6- 1 6- 3
and won
6-

6-

respectively

Were working on gaining mental confidence during
match play and not getting
down on ourselves when were
losing which is very hard to do
when youre out there on the
court with no one but yourself
to keep you pumped up said
Lundberg I also think the team
has a lot of talent but its a very
young team with six freshmen
so we just need experience play

Kevin Guckes

The Ladies practice on the new indoor courts in the KAC

ing matches

Lords defeat 7- 0 Wittenburg ranked 28 in FILA Poll
KELLEHER
Sports Editor

BY CHARLIE

Wittenberg has always been
one of the stronger teams in the
conference said Head Coach
We were very
Scott Thielke
focused and did not allow nerves
to play a role in the match
On Friday night the Lords
tennis team defeated Wittenberg University 7- 0 which puts
them at 6- 1 overall The Lords
are ranked No 28 in the FILA
Division III poll They started

off the night winning two of
three doubles matches Sean
Stewart 07 and Greg Sussman
08 defeared their opponents
2 playing No doubles Daniel
Becker 09 and Alex Laporte 07
played next at No 2 doubles and
8-

1

2 as well
The key to being successful in duel matches is prepara

won
Kevin Guckes

The Lords players work on their strokes during practice this week

8-

tion said Rob Alef 09 It is
so important to practice well in
the week leading to the match
eat well leading up to the match
and sleep well the night before
a match If we can do this as a
team then we should be successful in the final couple of months
of our season
The Lords swept the singles
matches Stewart played at the
No 1 spot and won 6- 0 6- 1
Alef was next and defeated his
opponent 6- 0 6- 2 Sussman
played at No 3 and with losing
a set he still won

6-

2

0-

6

6-

3

Laporte played at No 4 and won
6- 2 6and at No 5 was Becker
who defeated his opponent 6- 0
6Justin Greenlee 09 played
1

1

in the last singles match and won
0 6- 0

6-

In every match we try
to send a message regardless of whom we play said

Greenlee We want the reputation of being a no- nonsense
team The more 7- 0s we put
up the better We have set our
goals very high We cant relax
if we want to meet them If we
can build on the first half of our
season well be ready
Over spring break the Lords
head on a trip to the Caribbean
They compete against Northwood University on March 12
Their next home match is on
March 22 against Ohio Northern University
I think the whole tennis
team is really looking forward to
our vacation in the Caribbean
said Alef Weve been planning
it for so long and we just wanted
to seal oft our first seven matches
with a decisive first conference
win Now its all about relaxing
for eight days before we have to
come back and go to work

Like to Write Like Sports Like Newspapers
Write for Kenyons very- own Collegian
Our reputation surely proceeds us as seen in alls-

tus and heard in lunchlines Dont ask just write
Collegiankenyonedu Were waiting
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Hockey team finishes third in Tourney
BY ALI

KITTLE

Guest Reporter

After only one year in an official league Kenyons club hockey
team ranked third in this seasons
playoffs losing to Ohio Wesleyan
University in a closely contested
The Sunday loss against
game
OWU was surprisingly closer
than the 6- 4 score indicates
It
was a heated battle said Andrew
Haas 06
This years tournament surpassed the teams expectations
especially in the quality of play
We had
during the weekend
two players come up huge for us
sophmores Adam Sonnenfeld and
Mike Zabek Adam played his
best game of the year in the net
coming up with big stop after big
stop and Mike scored a hat trick
It says a lot about both of these
guys for them to step up in such
a big way in our most important
game of the year said captain
Will OKeefe 07
This weekends tournament
reflects the teams progress and
overall improvement over the
last season
We came out and
had a really outstanding focused
performance in that last game and
we were always one or two goals
away from running away with it
said Mike Zabek 08

Starting goalie Sonnenfeld
seconds this optimism adding
Third place is pretty damn impressive if you think about where
were coming from in just a year
Hopefully next year well have
more opportunity to play and
were only going to get better
Changes implemented this
year by OKeefe include reserving
ice times which run about 185
for 50 minutes It is amazing
to see someone so dedicated to
organizing and supporting the

program Its a huge struggle just
to get on the ice said Zabek
Not only have more practice
times been arranged but the team
has been able to play a full season
of games in contrast to years past
My freshman year we played five
games but we were never all that
serious This year has been so
much better just because there is
a league now and we have teams to
play said OKeefe
In the upcoming years the
team intends not only to increase

school participation but also to
hire a coach in an attempt to create
an even more competitive team I
see two realistic changes coming in
the next four years a coach and a
fairly regular practice schedule
Thats what its going to take if we
want to take it to the next level
said Rob Galloway 09
This years top scorers include Joey Furnari 09 who led
the team with 23 goals followed
by OKeefe with 17 and Zabek
with 13 Kenyon lost to the

tournament champion Denison
University in the first round of
the playoffs 9- 8 and beat Oberlin College to become the second
seeded team
Playing hockey this year
was one of my favorite freshman
experiences The boys had great
chemistry and were a lot of fun
and I cant believe I actually
played in a real game even if Will
wouldnt let anyone hit me said
Alex Roland 09
I cant wait to
play again next year

1

Ali Kittle

The ice hockey team finishes off their season against Ohio Wesleyan University

Lords break losing streak defeat Denison
BY

DONOVAN ORTEGA
Staff Reporter

It had been 29 years since the
Kenyon College Lords lacrosse
team had beaten Denison Univer

sity and with the Big Reds 2006
squad coming to McBride field
with a national preseason rank
ing of 14 by Laxcom a Kenyon
victory did not seem imminent
History was thrown aside on

Saturday and the Lords handled
an overconfident Denison club
15- 11 to start off play in the
North Coast Athletic Conference a perfect 0
The first quarter featured a
1-

slew of scoring that had Kenyon
taking a 6- 5 advantage into the
second period The aggressive offense displayed in the first quarter
was replaced by staunch defense
in the second quarter with Kenyon managing three goals while
Denison could produce just two

Largely responsible for

stop-

ping many of Denisons scoring
chances in the second period was
confident play from goaltender
Charles Floecker 08 who turned
many would be Denison goals
into saves As the second quarter
came to a close the scoreboard
had Kenyon leading the highly
touted Big Red 9- 7
In the beginning of the second half the Lords came out

firing just as they did against
Michigan University a week
before putting up three unanswered goals by Brad Harvey
06 Luke Larson

07 and Sean

ONeill 06 to give the Lords
five-

a

goal lead
I

point of the game was

prob-

ably when Brad Harvey cleared

the ball and somehow

ma

j
Kevin Guckes

The Mens Lacrosse team practices on the MCbride Field preparing for their next match

man-

aged to split two Denison defenders and score early in the
third quarter said midfielder
Sean Wheeler 07 That put us
up by 4 and we just carried that
momentum through the rest of
the game
The deficit did in fact prove

11

to be too much for Denison
to handle as the Big Red was
frustrated the rest of the way by
Kenyon defense led by Floeckhers excellent goal tending He
collected dangerous loose balls
around the net all day once even
racing from between the pipes
out to midfield to intercept a
long Denison pass
If Chazzy keeps making big
saves and our offense keeps on
producing like they are this will
be a very successful season said
Wheeler
The game ended with a score
of 15- 11 and the Kenyon faithful got to their feet and cheered
as the Lords sideline rushed out
onto the field to mob their teammates after the definitive upset
The Lords may have snuck up on
an unsuspecting Big Red team
but they will no longer have the
luxury of surprise for the rest
the season
We are

thought the turning

15-

pretty confident

af-

ter the win said Floeckher But
it is in the past The only way we
can assure people that we are for
real is showing up to every game
with the same intensity that we
showed for Denison
The Kenyon Lords lacrosse
team will be traveling to Florida
to play three games over spring y
break and will be back in ac
tion at Catholic University on
March 25

1
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Ladies end streak at
NCAC Championship
BY EMILEE KASER

5 run to open the second period
extending their lead to 5 at the
1
20 mark The Ladies charged
back with a string of threepointers to cut the difference
to 58- 52 with 444 remaining
They could not surmount the
Big Reds remarkable 70 percent
shooting from behind the arch
as Denison held the Ladies at
bay and remained in the lead for
the rest of the game
Helfant echoed Gowins
sentiments on Denisons tenacity I think Denison was able
to answer every run we made
she said We would put together several possessions of
good basketball and they would
come right back at us Denison
shooting 7- 10 from behind the
three- point line in the second
half was hard for us to over1

Staff Reporter

1

Kenyon womens basketball
captains Katy Zeanah 06
Megan Sheasby 06 and Lindsay
Madaras 06 bade a bittersweet
farewell to their collegiate basketball careers last Saturday as
the Ladies watched their season
come to a close They dropped
the North Coast Athletic Conference tournament championship game 68- 54 to the Denison
University Big Red for the second straight year
Saturdays loss against
Denison was tough said Liz
Narducci 07 But beating Wittenberg twice in a row and once
on their court is something I
will always remember
Obviously its extremely
difficult to lose the championyears
ship in backtob- ack
added Head Coach Suzanne
Helfant These have all been
very close hard fought games
against Denison but we didnt
have the little extra at the end
Im very proud of the way we
played just disappointed in the
outcome
After a convincing 52- 37
victory over Wittenberg University in Fridays semi- final matchup the Ladies never found their
footing against the Big Red in a
game strikinglyreminiscent of
the 2005 championship
Im not exactly sure what
happened said guard Hillary
Gowins 08 We didnt play the
best basketball we could have
but whenever we would start to
get a run going Denison would
find some way to counter it It
was frustrating
Kenyon kept the game close
in the first half down 31- 28 at
the break but Denison had a 17
tri-

come

The Ladies finish the season with a 21- 7 overall record
11- 5 in the NCAC
Zeanah
Sheasby and Madaras have been
an integral part of Kenyons program Over the past four seasons
they have helped the Ladies
improve from a 10- 15 record
for the 2003 and 2004 seasons
20- win records
to backtob- ack
in 2005 and 2006
I believe their leadership
will be most missed said Helfant of the Ladies graduating
class They transcended all
lines and were respected by
everyone
There is no real way to
measure how much we will lose
when Megan Lindsay and Katy
I will
leave added Gowins
miss them as teammates but
more so because for the past two
years they have given us all so
much they have not just been
teammates they have been truly
selfless and wonderful friends

Kevin Guckes

Lindsay Madaras

06 dribbles around the opposition during tournemcnt play

Baseball starts strong sweeps the Alice Lloyd Eagles
12-

BY MARC STEINER

15-

10

Their first victory of the

CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Staff

There are great expectations for this season and it was
definitely a great- feeling and a
bit of a relief to open the season
with four straight wins said Head
Coach Matt Burdette

4

Our

players really hold themselves to
a high standard and to come out
of the gate and do well was very
important to all of us I thought
we played great defense all weekend long
The Kenyon Lords baseball
team fresh off one of the best seasons in their history swept their
four game series against the Alice
Lloyd College Eagles this past
weekend The Lords combined
timely hitting and solid pitching
to win all four games 7- 3 6- 4

season took an extra inning but a
team effort led by pitcher Michael
Coe 06 who struck out five and
walked two and Chris Yorlano
08 who had a two- run double
helped the Lords achieve victory
The second game of the series featured Geoff Bollier 09

on the mound

He had eight

strikes backed by two hits from
both Carlin Shoemaker 07 and
Chad Rothschild 07 The game
turned into a key third- inning
rally where the Lords strung together three hits which turned
into three runs This gave them a
5- 4 lead from which
they didnt
look back The rally was led by
Brandon Holsberry 07 and Matt
Marcinczyk 06
In Saturdays first game Alex
Kerr 08 gained the win for the

Lords as the relief pitcher He
went scoreless in five innings and
only gave up two hits In the third
inning the Lords had nine runs on
ten hits with two doubles from
Marcinczyk Holsberry Marcinczyk and Shoemaker all had three

hits

Marcinczyk scored three

runs and Holsberry and Shoemaker both scored two Shoemaker
had four RBI which put him in
the lead for the Lords
Our pitching staff has the
chance to keep our team in every
game regardless of who our opponent is said Alex Kerr 08 I
think were unique in the sense
that we have a lot of good young
talent that can learn a lot away
from our veterans We need to
play our game and not get ahead
of ourselves We need to focus on
one game at a time If we can do
that I can see our team being very

successful
The second game on Saturday
was a high- scoring game as the
Lords scored 13 runs in the first
three innings Nine of these runs
were scored in the second inning
alone Kerr picked up the win for
the Lords again as he went fourandathird
innings in which he
only gave up two unearned runs
Blaise Milburn 07 had three hits
two runs and three RBI Rothschild contributed two hits and
three RBI Both Brad Reynolds
07 and Jake Calcei 09 added
two runs
With the win the Lords picked
up where they left off from their
2005 season when they finished
with a program best record of 2
12 The Lords had five returning
players chosen on the 2005 AllNCAC team and Burdette was
chosen as the conferences Coach
1

of the

Year His 2005 club broke
the Colleges single- season records
for team batting average slugging

on- base percentage
runs scored hits and runs batted
in Over the break the Lords will
play 1 1 games in Florida Their
first home game is against Lake
Erie College on March 21
The rest of the season
will be challenging but I think
we are up to that challenge
said Burdette
If we can stay
healthy and focused I believe we
have a shot at doing some great
things We have great leadership
plenty of talent and we expect big
things so hopefully everything in
regards to the season will fall in
place I think our focus just needs
to be on getting better It we make
our goal to be a better team each
and cverv dav chances are we will
have the success we want

percentage

